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Abstract: As mobile communications transform, 5G technology can potentially change many in-
dustries and businesses. The change will have a great influence across many fields, such as the
automotive, healthcare, and manufacturing sectors. This paper aims to review the existing appli-
cations of blockchain technology in providing 5G network security and identify new possibilities
for such security solutions. We consider different aspects of blockchain in 5G, particularly data
transmission, access control, and applications including vertical industry-oriented applications and
specific solutions supporting such sectors of economic activity. The paper briefly describes modern
technologies in 5G networks and introduces blockchain’s properties and different aspects of using
such technology in practical applications. It also presents access control management with blockchain
applied in 5G and related problems, reviews other blockchain-enforced network technologies, and
shows how blockchain can help in services dedicated to vertical industries. Finally, it presents our
vision of new blockchain applications in modern 5G networks and beyond. The new-generation
networks use two fundamental technologies, slicing and virtualization, and attackers attempt to
execute new types of attacks on them. In the paper, we discuss one of the possible scenarios exhibiting
the shortcomings of the slicing technology architecture. We propose using blockchain technology
to create new slices and to connect new or existing subscribers to slices in the 5G core network.
Blockchain technology should solve these architectural shortcomings.

Keywords: 5G mobile networks; network slicing; multi-access edge computing; blockchain; access
management

1. Introduction

Fifth-generation mobile networks (5G) are designed to meet high communication
requirements regarding the bandwidth, delay, device density in the area, reliability, avail-
ability, etc. The expected values of the relevant parameters (called IMT-2020 requirements,
ref. [1]) characterizing the network are defined in document M.2083 of the ITU-R (Inter-
national Telecommunication Union—Radiocommunication Sector); see [2]. The needs of
the services provided do not justify the simultaneous achievement of the maximum values
of all network parameters. It is also contrary to the economic conditions of the network
operator’s activity. Therefore, three types of 5G mobile networks with high utility values
have been proposed, which meet the requirements of access to different network services
with expected performance and quality. The predefined types of networks are as follows.

• Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), which supports large data rates and high band-
widths. It is suitable for real-time and other Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) services
with high quality and a strong user experience; see [3].

• Ultra-Reliable and Low-Latency Communication (URLLC), which supports use cases
with very low latency for services requiring quick response times. It is useful for
autonomous vehicles and telesurgery; see [4].
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• Massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC), designed to support many devices
in a base station. It is suitable for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, Internet
of Things (IoT), or supporting mass events; see [5,6].

The 5G mobile networks have created a technical and business innovation ecosys-
tem involving vertical markets with performance, scalability, availability, and reliability
requirements [7]. They serve a comprehensive portfolio of use cases and offer applica-
tions with a corresponding diversity of conditions being a choice or a combination of
these three pre-defined types of networks: the high-bandwidth eMBB, the low-latency
uRLLC, and the mMTC, able to support many devices. The 5G Infrastructure Association
(5G-IA), representing the private side in 5G-PPP, with its 5G-PPP Vertical Engagement
Task Force (VTF), proposed to consider the seven 5G vertical industries [8]: automotives,
manufacturing, media, energy, e-health, public safety, and smart cities. This proposition is
similar to the recommended verticals of the survey by Mobile World Live [9], conducted
on 345 people from the mobile industry and vertical enterprise sectors who answered the
question, “Which industries will benefit most from 5G in the next two years?”.

The primary spectrum of 5G vertical industries with their specific network use cases
can consist of the following twelve verticals [10]:

• Agriculture and Food Industry;
• Automotives and Logistics;
• Authorities and Public Administration;
• Banking, Financial Services, and Insurance (BFSI);
• Critical Infrastructure Sectors;
• Education, Culture, and Science;
• Healthcare and Telemedicine;
• Manufacturing Industry;
• Media and Entertainment;
• Retail;
• Smart Cities;
• Telecommunications.

The modern 5G mobile networks are based on three technological pillars, which are
software-defined networking (SDN), network function virtualization (NFV), and multi-
access edge computing (MEC) [11], as is presented in Figure 1. Each technology helps
in constituting and managing a mobile network optimally. The SDN technology enables
shifting the network management from hardware devices to software-based solutions. It
separates the control and data traffic into a control plane and data planes, respectively;
see [12]. Covering all management aspects, SDN is widespread in contemporary networks
(system architecture, resource management, mobility, interference, etc.); see [13]. NFV
allows the decoupling of network functions from physical devices and moving them to a
virtualized space (see [14]). Virtual network function-based (VNF-based) services provide
flexibility and scalability in 5G and reduce expenses [15]. NFV and SDN technologies are
beneficial in constructing slices in 5G networks—see [16]—and in providing integrated,
complete 5G network security solutions—see [17,18]. The MEC technology intends to shift
an IT service environment and computing capabilities to the edge of the cloud, near mobile
subscribers, to reduce latency, and to improve network operation and service delivery
(see [19]). It supports the VNFs with applications running at the network’s edge.

In addition to high performance requirements, security is a critical expectation in the
5G network. A contemporary mobile network experiences many threats [20,21]. Several ar-
ticles have already considered the security problem and presented specific security models
and approaches to protecting 5G networks. For example, ref. [22] analyzes security prob-
lems in mobile network deployment and proposes mitigation mechanisms for cloud layers.
Ref. [23] presents new treatments for network threats in 5G with SDN, NFV, and MEC tech-
nologies. Ref. [24] surveys machine learning approaches supporting 5G security. Generally
speaking, all security solutions currently used and designed for future use should find
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their place in protecting 5G verticals and slices. Examples include automated security and
orchestration for slices dedicated to different stakeholders operating in MEC architectures:
network, service, and application providers; tenants; and end users. It leads to end-to-end
(E2E) security solutions guaranteeing complete service protection, e.g., [25,26].

Figure 1. The 5G high-level technical architecture [20].

In our studies, we concentrate on 5G security solutions using blockchain technology.
This paper aims to review the existing applications of blockchain technology in provid-
ing 5G network security and identify new possibilities for such security solutions [27].
We consider different aspects of blockchain in the 5G mobile network, particularly net-
work transmission, access control, and applications, including vertical industry-oriented
applications and specific solutions supporting such sectors of economic activity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the characteristics
of modern network technologies and security solutions applied in 5G mobile networks.
Section 3 introduces blockchain, its properties, and different aspects of using such technol-
ogy in practical applications. Section 4 presents access control management with blockchain
applied in 5G and related problems. Section 5 overviews different blockchain-enforced
network technologies. Section 6 shows how blockchain can help in services dedicated to
vertical industries. Section 7 presents our vision of new blockchain applications in modern
mobile networks of the fifth generation and beyond. In Section 8, we give an overview
of some methods of slice management and propose a new protocol for slice access with
blockchain security. Section 9 compares several slice access protocols, while Section 10
concludes the paper and proposes future research.

2. 5G Mobile Networks
2.1. Introduction

The need to use the network for different services requires the creation of many use
cases with numerous requirements, including availability, reliability, security, performance,
etc. One can achieve such conditions by using programmable networks. Network soft-
warization technology can create virtual networks with different properties, such as Quality
of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). Moreover, it can provide virtualization,
modularity, dynamism, and flexibility; see ref. [12]. A specific form of such a solution is
network slicing, which allows multiple virtual networks of different properties to run on a
shared physical network infrastructure; see Figure 2. A slice separates part of the network
by building a virtual subnet with properties tailored to the user’s needs and allocating it to
the necessary common physical resources [28]. Slice isolation establishes the security and
proper provision of services in 5G networks [29].
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Figure 2. The 5G network slicing services [30].

Historically, the isolation in computer networks started from isolated tunnels [31].
Different approaches exist to configure private networks in existing infrastructure. One can
classify virtual private networks (VPN) according to the tunneling protocol, the tunnel
termination point location, the type of connection topology, the ISO OSI layer that they
present to the connecting network, etc. However, the present markets have created new
business and technological demands. Therefore, the use of programmable IP networks has
been widely accepted. This approach is also used in 5G slicing concepts. It is reasonable to
provide specific parts of the network with specific requirements. Otherwise, implementing
these requirements for the entire network will be complex and expensive. It is advisable to
give groups of requirements for the operator, who can implement them for specific network
sections, defining new logical networks. Such logical networks have properties established
based on the business requirements for each service provided over the web, e.g., real-time
transmission (voice, video), IoT, telemedicine, etc. The whole network’s characteristics will
consist of a subset of common properties and the properties for a particular virtual network.
Properly chosen parameters for a specific network can improve the services provided based
on this network. The slice concept is based on logical networks with several parameters,
where the available physical resources are partitioned into many slices designated for
services with adequate requirements [32].

In this section, we present the modern network technologies used to implement 5G
mobile networks, where blockchain-based solutions can slightly improve different aspects
of network security.

2.2. Software-Defined Networking

SDN is a recently emerging technology simplifying network management and con-
figuration. The technology should provide higher reliability and safety. SDN technology
uses the centralization of the management function. In contrast, in conventional networks,
the management function is distributed in routers and switches. The SDN architecture con-
sists of three network planes: the user (data) plane, the control plane, and the application
plane [33]. The user plane provides devices transmitting user data in the network with
basic functionalities for the execution of commands from the SDN controller. The network
logic and the SDN controller reside in the control plane, acting as a network operating
system and providing a global view of the network to the application plane. The SDN
controller is the central software application managing the network. It allows the network
administrator to configure elements of this network from a single point [34]. For SDN-
based networks, there are defined policies, such as Quality of Service and security services
such as firewalls acting on the application plane [35]. The northbound interface enables
information exchange between the control plane and the application plane.
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On the one hand, SDN is more secure against some threats and provides centralized
network monitoring and traffic protection tools. On the other hand, it introduces new
vulnerabilities [36]. The main threats in SDN are fake traffic, vulnerabilities in switches
and controllers, and the lack of a pre-defined trust mechanism between the controller and
the application managing the network. Moreover, a possible single point of failure is an
SDN controller. Including all the above, the solution could be decentralizing the controller
(several controllers or a hierarchy of controllers) and some other SDN services. Establishing
trust between network components could also support the improvement of the reliability
and security of the SDN technology. Blockchain is a good candidate for such a solution [37].

2.3. Network Function Virtualization

Network function virtualization allows the installation, control, and manipulation of
network functions as software and running on typical compute nodes [38]. NFV allows 5G
service providers to simplify a broad line of network functions, increase efficiency, deliver
services faster, and offer new services more quickly and easily [39]. The application of
network slicing allows the creation of multiple virtual networks in a physical network
infrastructure and NFV helps to deploy virtual applications quickly. As an effect, mobile
applications will be implemented rapidly and have high values of users’ QoE [40].

Three main components of NFV are the Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure
(NFVI), Virtualized Network Functions (VNF), and Management and Network Orchestra-
tion (MANO). It has several advantages: higher flexibility and scalability of deployments
and connections, the optimization of resource provision, and more. However, NFV is
fraught with new security challenges [41]. Since service functions can be deployed in a
multi-provider environment, this can lead to data leaks. Moreover, one cloud infrastruc-
ture is often used for several service providers—the likelihood of attacks inside the cloud
increases in such a case. In addition, communication between orchestrators and physical
machines is an urgent security issue.

NFV technology can be beneficial in device-to-device (D2D) connections. D2D commu-
nication assumes that devices close to each other exchange data via a direct channel without
additional central nodes. As a result, mobile devices will communicate within a short
distance, significantly reducing the network latency [42]. Using NFV technology allows
network functions to be dynamically allocated and easily deployed. NFV in 5G ensures
the optimization of resource delivery to end-users and guarantees the high performance of
VNF work. VNFs have three differences from traditional network functions (NF) [16,43].

• The separation of software from the hardware platform.
• High flexibility over short distances, which significantly reduces the latency in the

operation of the network functions. The hardware and software can perform different
tasks at different times, allowing the use and implementation of various modern
services on the joint hardware infrastructure.

• Network operation and service provision in a dynamic manner.

2.4. Multi-Access Edge Computing

Multi-access edge computing (MEC), initially called mobile edge computing, is a
highly flexible element in communication networks. The delivery technology and the MEC
platform hardware remain open and can be adapted to the chosen scenario. The MEC
framework developed by ETSI was initially treated as a complete edge computing solution,
with strictly defined components and relations and rigorously specified communication at
the interfaces [44]. Recent concepts of MEC are open to the specifications of other standard-
ization organizations and research groups; see [45]. MEC is a technology that provides a
cloud computing and IT service environment at the edge of the mobile network, within the
radio access network (RAN) near the mobile subscribers. This scenario reduces the network
latency, ensures efficient network operation, and improves the user experience of services.
Based on data from 5G PPP, technologies such as MEC, NFV, and SDN are crucial for 5G
networks. These 5G networks will use advanced air interface technologies, programmable
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software networking approaches, and virtualization technology in infrastructure and appli-
cations. Thus, MEC technology is critical in 5G because it helps to transform the mobile
broadband network into a programmable network and helps to improve indicators such as
throughput, latency, scalability, and automation. The infrastructure that hosts MEC and
NFV is quite similar [43]. The environment of MEC enables low latency, a high bandwidth,
and real-time insights into radio network information and locations. It offers new possibili-
ties for network operators, content, and application providers. It also leads to many new
business opportunities and applications across multiple 5G vertical industries, which will
contribute to the growth of the global market [10]. For this reason, a new open environment
should be created and standardized to enable efficient integration across multi-vendor
MEC platforms [46].

2.5. Network Slicing in 5G

The expected use of 5G networks imposes requirements that include flexible manage-
ment, orchestration, and efficient data transfer [47]. Such conditions can be met using an
SDN planar architecture, primarily using its two network planes—control and data. The 5G
network uses the IaaS cloud model with fixed elements of the radio access network (RAN),
an access network for end-users to provide mobile access to resources, and a core network
(CN) that provides access to cloud services. The second element divides the network into
slices with specific properties. Usually, each slice meets the quality requirements of one of
the predefined 5G networks, i.e., eMBB, URRLC, mMTC [48]. However, it is a hard-to-solve
problem with the optimal and secure separation of network slices [49]. Slicing is a method
to ensure an appropriate level of quality and proper security on the network; this is called
performance isolation and security isolation. Slicing makes it possible to provide isolated
sets of resources. Providing slice isolation affects the traffic and operations in a shared
environment [32]. The slices in a 5G architecture are like virtual sub-networks with specific
properties. The open problem for network slicing is the optimal allocation of resources
assigned for slices. Three already presented basic concepts are used to achieve this func-
tionality: SDN, NFV, and MEC. SDN’s programmable network technology is the basis for
resource virtualization, which then enables the virtualization of network services and edge
server sharing. NFV technology allows the design of network services in slices. It realizes
operations that guarantee resource scaling (dynamic allocation), the migration of virtual
resources between physical devices, disaster recovery, and the relocation of resources in
the case of their insufficient size [50] for different models of slices; see [51]. The MEC
technology supports various slicing concepts expected by external organizations to provide
edge services [52]. As graphically presented in Figure 2, a slice is an element connecting
(via RAN and CN) the user equipment (UE) with the cloud, in which the applications
and their resources as used by users are located. Such a connection requires a number of
security measures, the most important of which is isolating slices, discussed in Section 2.6,
as well as ensuring proper access control [53].

2.6. Isolation Techniques in 5G Areas

Isolation is a good security measure. It is essential in 5G networks with slices to provide
QoS and information security, where some network functions must be shared with different
slices. The isolation techniques in SDN networks require the consideration of isolation in the
SDN planes: the data plane, control plane, and application plane. Isolation in 5G networks
raises concerns about the end-to-end isolation approach [25,32], which combines isolation
in RAN and CN [54–56]. Isolation classification considers the infrastructure component
and its tools [57]. In CN, we think of isolation in network nodes (servers) and the isolation
of links. The techniques used in the nodes are language-based isolation, sandbox-based
isolation, virtual machine-based isolation, operating system-based isolation, and hardware-
based isolation [29,58]. Language-based isolation is a set of techniques that may provide
a higher level of security by using the properties of programming languages. Language-
based isolation enforces computer security on an application level [59]. The sandbox-based
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methods isolate a program to prevent crashes or exploit vulnerabilities in host systems.
Such scenarios can prevent unverified or untrustworthy programs from harming the host
device [60]. Virtual machine-based isolation involves using virtual machines in which
the operational functions of each VM are entirely isolated from the host and other VMs.
Guest VMs provide isolation between virtual operating systems, leading to the isolation of
tasks inside the VMs [61]. However, a critical aspect is that resources such as processors,
storage, memory, and networks are shared between VMs. Isolation based on an operating
system kernel is one of the most reliable and depends on the OS kernel’s security. The
OS kernel provides the primary isolation between the applications running on top [62].
Hardware-based isolation is provided by the processors or special devices that work with
the processor. It is based on the specific assignments of the memory management unit
(MMU) and input–output memory management unit (IOMMU), providing the isolation of
processes [63].

Network links’ isolation techniques can be of a physical or logical nature. Physical
isolation means that a network is ideally disconnected from other networks. Logical isola-
tion is a configuration that prevents virtual networks with the same physical infrastructure
from interacting. Logical isolation techniques are strongly related to communication pro-
tocols [64]. Network protocols can operate in different network layers specified with the
ISO OSI model. The logical network isolation methods can be considered as tunneling [65],
where traffic isolation is carried out from other networks using a port, host, or subnet-
work. In a virtual private network [66], traffic isolation is carried out from the outside
environment by using particular virtual subnets over a physical network; multitenancy via
tunneling or virtual networks, where the traffic is isolated within a tunnel.

In the CN physical layer, two types of media can be used on which the transmission
depends: copper cables and optical fiber lines. OXC and ROADM virtualization, sub-
wavelength switching virtualization, and link virtualization can be used to obtain virtually
isolated slices in optical networks [67,68]. In the data link layer (layer 2), traffic separation
can be considered as VLANs and MACsec [69]. In the network layer (layer 3), separations
may depend on the routing technology used, such as MPLS, GMPLS, and VRF; see [70].
The second approach isolates a device under one tenant’s control and includes a more
complex case in which one device is shared between several tenants. Isolation in network
devices is complicated because this device transforms information in different ways and
switches the data streams between layers and nodes. The data plane uses the virtualization
of network devices. The control plane must access three parties: the network provider,
service provider, and users. Therefore, firewall technology must be used in the control
plane [29].

In the RAN physical layer, isolation can be provided by multiplexing methods, classi-
fied into two groups. Complete isolation is when each channel has its own resources, while
partial isolation is when each channel can share some available resources. Zero isolation
occurs if all channels use the same set of available resources. These isolation techniques
need proper resource management. RAN also implies special equipment for this part of
the network, which should be considered part of the possible isolation. Antennas in RAN
can use the TDMA method or FDMA. RAN technologies for the 5G physical layer can use
the following techniques: OQAM/FBMC, QAM/FBMC, P-OFDM, F-OFDM, and OFDM
enhancements [55,67]. In layer 2, the MAC protocol can be used, allowing the medium to
be shared. Moreover, some collision avoidance protocols can be used. In layers 3–7, the CN
and RAN domains in 5G networks generally use the same protocols [43,71].

Network slicing is resource isolation in which each slice is a set of resources with
defined functions [54]. The isolation level depends on the requirements presented by
the slice [48]. In some cases, such a connection between slices may be required, which
affects the isolation level [25]. In 5G networks, isolation increases the security in many
situations, e.g.,

• The isolation of each slice’s assigned physical and operational resources (storage
volume, processor cores, memory area);
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• Ringfencing a security protocol’s working space in the slices;
• The prohibition of uncontrolled direct communication between slices;
• Allowing the necessary exchange of data between slices according to strictly defined rules;
• Protecting slices from the hacking of one slice against another one;
• Secure communication between slices and orchestrators;
• Ensuring the reliable functioning of the physical equipment hosting slices;
• Providing secure management for slices;
• Protecting slices against side-channel attacks;
• Providing isolation in a hybrid environment for hardware network functions and

virtual network functions;
• The enhanced isolation of slices served by the same hardware component.

Isolation assurance problems for slices may also be seen from the network protocols’
points of view [48,72]:

• ISO OSI layer 2 tag-based isolation (MPLS);
• ISO OSI layer 2 VLAN-based isolation;
• ISO OSI layer 3 VPN-based isolation;
• SDN-based network slice isolation.

3. Blockchain
3.1. Beginnings

Blockchain, at present, is one of the most significant innovative technologies. It
affects various sectors, such as finance, manufacturing, and education [73]. The blockchain
construct refers to blocks or lists of records linked using cryptographic algorithms, or, in
other words, blocks linked using hash pointers. Each block contains data from the previous
blocks. Blockchains are distributed digital ledgers of blocks containing transactions signed
digitally [74]. Each newly added block is cryptographically linked to the series of older
blocks. After the validation procedure and a consensus decision, the new block is accepted,
and the blockchain becomes tamper-evident. The updates are distributed across copies of
the ledger within the network, and inconsistencies are resolved according to established
rules [75]. In this way, we obtain a distributed database whose records are easy to recover
thanks to the multiplication of the blockchain copies and secured against forgery thanks to
digital signatures.

Haber and Stornetta were the first to describe the representation of a blockchain
in 1991—see [76]—proposing the secure timestamping of digital documents, which in-
cluded information about when the documents originated and the order of their creation.
The pointer in this scheme links to a piece of data; it indicates any data changes. The times-
tamp server uses three elements: the current time, the hash pointer to the previous doc-
ument, and the certificate. Keeping several certifications from clients enables the use
of the scheme recursively. Blocking documents, chaining the blocks, and using a tree
structure instead of a linear one improve the efficiency in linking and checking individual
documents [77]. Lamport proposed Paxos [78], protocols for establishing consensus in an
untrusted network. Consensus is the process of agreeing on one result among participants;
when the participants or their communication medium fail, this problem becomes compli-
cated [79]. Next, progress was made by Okamoto and Ohta [80], who described systems
that use Merkle trees [81], enabling the subdivision of a balance into many parts. In 2008,
Nakamoto [82] specified the protocol and published the initial code of Bitcoin. The concepts
from earlier articles were combined and applied to construct the cryptocurrency using
blockchain technology in a distributed architecture where no single user controls the system
and no single point of failure exists. The scheme is without trusted intermediaries but
exploits four critical characteristics of blockchain technology: ledgers, robust security, a
shared infrastructure, and a distributed architecture [82].
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3.2. Components and Technology

Blockchain networks can be categorized into two models based on their permission,
determining who can maintain blocks. In a permissionless model, anyone can publish
blocks. If only particular users can post blocks, it is a permissioned model. In a permis-
sionless network, anyone can read the blockchain, create transactions, and write to the
ledger, so a malicious user can publish blocks to subvert the system. Blockchain networks
utilize a consensus system to protect the system against attackers. Examples of consensus
protocols are Proof of Work [83] and Proof of Stake [84]. Only authorized users maintain the
blockchain in permission blockchain networks, and some authority exists to authorize these
users. The authority can restrict read access, issue transactions, or access authorized indi-
viduals. They also use consensus models, but this case does not require resources’ expense
or maintenance. These blockchains have a level of trust in each other, and authorization
can be revoked if they misbehave. Consensus is usually a faster and less burdensome
system in permissioned blockchains. A permissioned blockchain may be used if needed to
control and protect a blockchain or if organizations work together but do not fully trust
each other. These organizations decide on the consensus model based on their trust level.
It can explicitly include auditing and oversight entities, making audits a constant event.
Moreover, the ability exists to reveal transaction information selectively. For example, a
blockchain records that a transaction between two users has taken place, but the actual
contents of the transaction are only accessible to the involved parties [73].

Blockchain technology utilizes well-known computational and cryptographic algo-
rithms (hash functions and digital signatures) with new distributed databases (ledgers). It
uses the cryptographic hash function for many operations, such as address derivation, gen-
erating identifiers, protecting the block data, securing the block header, etc. Blockchain uses
SHA-256, Keccak, RIPEMD-160, and many other functions. Such algorithms are extensively
used, so optimizing their work to save energy is essential. For instance, implementations
of hash functions can be optimized [85] to reduce the costs of their work. One can also
modify hash algorithms to reduce the number of operations without decreasing the level
of security; see, e.g., [86]. Hash functions with digital signatures enable trust between
mutually untrusted users: transactions are signed with private keys; public keys allow the
derivation of addresses and signature verification. Blockchain technology may use two
approaches: distributed ledgers and a distributed physical architecture or central authority.

Blockchain can be classified into three categories: public, consortium, and private.
In a public blockchain, everyone can check the transaction and verify it; see Figure 3. In a
consortium (hybrid) case, a node (a set of privileged nodes) with authority that can be
chosen in advance usually has partnerships in consensus establishment; see Figure 4. In
a private blockchain means, all nodes are restricted. Nodes are strictly managed to obtain
data access; see Figure 5 and ref. [75].

Figure 3. Public blockchain.
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Figure 4. Consortium blockchain.

Figure 5. Private blockchain.

The root of blockchain technology is consensus algorithms. Consensus algorithms are
a decision-making process. Consensus models define blockchain security by maintaining
consistency across the shared state of the blockchain. Consensus models include Proof of
Work [83], Proof of Stake [84], Round Robin [87], Proof of Authority [88], Proof of Elapsed
Time [89], and others [90]. Fork is a word that describes changes to a blockchain network
and data structure. There are two types of forks: soft and hard. A soft fork appears if
the changes are backward and compatible with nodes that have not been updated. In the
opposite case, the changes are not back-compatible; these are hard forks [73,74]. Blockchain
technology creates a distributed ecosystem where no third-party organization controls the
data. A blockchain is an increasing list of blocks that are linked using hashes and digital
signatures. Such a list uses hash pointers; included in each block’s data is a pointer to the
previous block. The main feature of this structure is protection against tampering with prior
records. This property results from the security features of the hash function: resistance
against finding pre-images (first and second) and to finding collisions; see Figure 6.

Figure 6. Blockchain.

Another data structure that can be built with a hash pointer is a binary tree (Merkle
tree). All blocks contain data blocks; the procedure involves grouping these blocks into
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pairs of two, and then, for each couple, building a data structure with two hash pointers,
one for every block. These data constitute the next level of the tree. The grouping of blocks
continues until they reach a single block that is the tree’s root; see Figure 7.

Figure 7. The Merkle tree.

3.3. Main Characteristics and Cybersecurity

The great popularity and versatility of blockchain technology result from its useful
properties. The main properties are as follows [91].

• Decentralization: a decentralized network maintains data and executes a consensus
algorithm.

• Persistence: transactions are validated quickly, invalid transactions are not admitted,
and blocks with invalid transactions are discovered immediately.

• Anonymity: each user interacts with the blockchain using a generated address that
does not disclose his/her identity; it does not guarantee complete confidentiality.

• Auditability: transactions are easily verified and tracked.

The blockchain is generated by adding new blocks to the chain of verified blocks
containing previous transactions. The user’s software sends a new transaction to a node.
Next, the transactions propagate to other networks’ nodes, and each new transaction must
wait until it is added to the blockchain by a publishing node. The transaction is added to
the blockchain only after the node publishes a block. The block consists of a block header
and block data. The block header consists of the block number, the previous block header’s
hash value, a hash representation of the block data, a timestamp, the size of the block,
and the nonce value. The block data contain a list of verified transactions submitted to
the network. A valid and authentic transaction must be formatted and signed correctly.
The node checks the validity of the private key. The other nodes check the validity and
authenticity of all transactions in a published block [92–94].

Although cryptography is used to secure transactions, blockchain and related protocols
may be subject to attacks. The classification of attacks is presented to reflect existing research
that describes security incidents with cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, or other
Altcoins. All incidents are classified into three main groups: OPSEC, smart contracts,
and consensus protocol incentives [77]. OPSEC contains the most significant number of
incidents, more than 60%. Incidents compromise an organization or individual’s control
of information and access to critical assets. Other sources also present incidents, such as
financial losses, scams, and distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on exchanges and
mining pools. Four types of Bitcoin scams have been investigated: Ponzi scams, mining
scams, scam wallets, and fraudulent exchanges. According to other authors, many possible
security breaches can occur, including DDoS attacks and private account hacking using
Trojan horses or viruses. Other examples include the emergence of mining pools, potentially
leading to 51% attacks.

Blockchain is not entirely secure by design, and only if data are committed to the
blockchain can these data not be changed. The data that have not yet been included
in a published block within the blockchain are vulnerable to several types of attacks.
If blockchain networks have timestamps, time spoofing can occur. Moreover, denial of
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service (DoS) attacks can be executed on the blockchain platform. Blockchain platforms
also can be scanned by attackers and infiltrated to discover vulnerabilities and perform
zero-day attacks [75,77].

Moreover, there are data malleability problems, which result in data integrity losses.
Malleability means that the signatures proving the transfer of ownership do not have guar-
anteed integrity, so that the attacker can intercept, modify, and rebroadcast a transaction.
At the same time, the issuer lacks confirmation of the original transaction. We may use the
available standard cybersecurity solutions to prevent OPSEC class incidents. The smart
contracts category makes up about 20% of incidents. These incidents occur when smart
contracts are disrupted or improperly written, deployed, and executed on a blockchain.
Hackers continuously look for vulnerabilities in the deployed smart contract because
preventing such attacks on deployed code is complicated. When a new vulnerability is
detected, fixing it requires deploying a new smart contract. Incidents arising from the
malicious exploitation of consensus protocols are known as consensus protocol incentives.
This property makes creating opportunities and benefits for blockchain participants pos-
sible. This class is more challenging to detect, as the effect usually involves the improper
mining of a block or censorship of nodes. A formal framework can be used to evaluate
this problem, e.g., the PREStO framework [95]. Security vulnerabilities are of the most
interest in blockchain networks due to increasing financial losses. The identified vulnera-
bilities include 51% attacks, selfish mine attacks, transaction data malleability problems,
and deanonymization by transaction linking. Identifying known issues requires the catego-
rization of OPSEC, smart contracts, and consensus protocol incentives. One can prevent
this problem using standard cybersecurity solutions, fixing and patching smart contracts,
and using the framework for testing. Ref. [96] proposes PADVA—a next-generation notary
system. Blockchain seems to be a suitable solution for conducting transactions using cryp-
tocurrencies; however, it still has some technical challenges and limitations that must be
studied. The high integrity of transactions and the security and privacy of nodes are needed
to prevent attacks and attempted attacks from disturbing the transactions in the blockchain.
Anonymity, data integrity, and security attributes raise a number of questions and problems
that need to be solved and assessed with high-quality research [48,74,92,97,98].

Another critical issue with blockchain is performance. Blockchain performance has
several quantitative measures. Centralized systems have higher performance because
they do not need consensus mechanisms. Decentralized blockchain systems require mes-
sage exchange and consensus protocols to verify each node, each adding some latency.
The transactions per second (TPS) parameter is the best performance metric for blockchain
networks. The TPS is the system’s rate of processing a transaction. The TPS describes a
node’s time to verify and write a transaction to the local ledger. Another definition of the
TPS is the time that most modes require to write transactions for each ledger. The relevant
parameter is the maximum number of transactions that the system can process per second.
The simplest definition of the TPS comprises the time at which the transaction was sent
and the time at which the transaction was finally entered into the query record. This
parameter is recommended for repeated use for several transactions, because decentralized
systems often have different delays and noise levels in the network. The system developer
must repeat this test for good representation depending on the context. Since the TPS
estimate is random, it should be complemented by parameters characterizing its central
value (mean value, median, mode) and dispersion (variance, standard deviation, quantiles,
minimum–maximum) [93,99].

4. Blockchain for Access Management in 5G Networks
4.1. Access to the Services in MEC
4.1.1. Blockchain in Authentication

Authentication is a verification process that checks that the object is what it claims
to be. There are three main authentication methods: knowledge-based, possession-based,
and inheritance-based. A combination of these methods constitutes multi-factor au-
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thentication. Knowledge-based methods use the user’s knowledge—a PIN or a pass-
word. Possession-based methods use the user’s possession—credentials or RFID [100].
Inheritance-based authentication uses biometric features like fingerprints. Multi-factor
authentication combines the previous techniques. For example, the framework stores
users’ data in the blockchain and uses a smart contract for managing permissions. This
framework keeps his/her identity in the blockchain and encrypted personal data in the
off-chain storage. When a user tries to log in to a website, the service provider checks the
identity and retrieves the user’s private data from the off-chain storage.

Another example is an authentication method called SAMS. This authentication
method for the cloud environment uses a master node, which manages the system’s
security. For user authentication, the master node creates its block for user authentica-
tion and stores it in the blockchain. When a new client node wishes to connect, another
block will be created and the created block connects with the master node. The master
node creates a block with this information from the client and checks the identity of the
block. If the blocks are identical, the client block will be connected; see [101]. An inter-
esting application has been proposed for home networks as an authentication method
for door locking. This method uses supporting data such as fingerprints from a mobile
phone. The fingerprint is converted into a hash and the hash is saved to the blockchain
to be secure against forging, tampering, or leakage. The authentication protocol uses a
consensus mechanism (Proof of Work) executed by a mobile phone; see [102]. There are
many cases that involve using blockchain for IoT devices. In ref. [103], an authentication
and authorization method to control the user’s access to the resources of IoT has been
proposed. The method consists of two smart contracts, one handling digital certificates
and operation and another responsible for access control. It uses the Ethereum blockchain.
An authentication system called bubbles of trust has been proposed in [104]. This system
relies on Ethereum, creating virtual secure zones, in which parties can identify and trust
each other. It is possible to create an authentication and access control (AAC) system for
IoT in which the authentication part is based on users’ credentials in token form. This
method only supports token-based authorization. If a token is expired, the user should
mine two tokens, to ensure that a token is available, and this token could be used; see [105].
An interesting authentication method is the CoinsShuffle protocol. During authentication,
users install Auth-Wallet. The wallet allows users to obtain authorization exchanging coins
instead of user information; see [106]. In the literature, one can find more original results
and survey papers presenting authentication and authorization protocols using blockchain;
see, e.g., [107–109].

4.1.2. Blockchain in Access Control

Access control is the process of granting or denying a subject’s access to a specific
object, such as data, an application, or a service. This means that access control regulates
access rights—read, write, and execute. The most well-known methods are DAC, MAC,
RBAC, and ABAC. In discretionary access control (DAC), the owner defines the rights to
his/her object. DAC uses access control lists (ACL) or access matrices to represent access
rights. In the mandatory access control (MAC) model, access rights are assigned to subjects
by a central authority. The role-based access control (RBAC) method uses the concept of
roles. The system of rules gives rights to roles and roles to subjects.

The recent attribute-based access control (ABAC) model grants access rights to users
according to security policies combining attributes [108]. Blockchain can be used as a
distributed database for rules and policies, and access control is carried out based on
these policies. The resource owner defines the policies and rules and stores them in the
blockchain. One can keep only a link to an external source containing the policy to avoid
extra resource consumption. It also considers the possibility of using smart contracts to
enforce policies. It is possible to improve privacy through blockchain in cognitive cellular
networks [73]. Services use blockchain and smart contracts as access control and identity
management mechanisms. First, users obtain a pseudo-anonymous unique blockchain IS
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from the service when they register with this service. When the user wishes to access the
network, they send a request to the service. This service sends the response to the network
when the user confirms their rights. After the network accepts their access, the user will
have access. BlendCAC is an access control mechanism based on smart contracts for IoT
environments. Smart contracts store the access matrix. The remote procedure call interface
checks the validity of the tokens or permission. Another access control (AC) mechanism
for IoT is a method in which the user signs a contract in the registration process. The smart
contract stores the user’s hash and policies. In addition to the blockchain data, this method
uses the PoW mechanism. In another solution for IoT and smart cities, administrators add
attributes for users in the blockchain.

The ABAC method used in the cloud uses four subjects and the blockchain network.
The subjects are the central authority (CA), data owner (DO), data user (DU), and cloud
service provider (CSP). The certification authority (CA) is the manager of the security
system. It performs attribute management and access control. The CA issues an attribute
key and sets the validity period of the attributes in the smart contract. In the access control
phase, the DO uploads the encrypted text to the CSP. The CSP obtains a valid attribute
set from the contract. If the DU has the right to access the data, he/she can decrypt the
desired information. The weak point is the single point of failure in the CA that serves the
whole system. Another method for data sharing uses an attribute encryption mechanism.
The DO encrypts the system master key, saves it to the blockchain, and then deploys a
smart contract. The DO manages the DU’s secret key and keeps it in the blockchain. Next
is an attribute-based AC mechanism using Tangle. Owners define AC, define the security
policies, and store them in the blockchain. If the DU has access rights, the DO sends the
authorization token [108,110].

4.2. Authentication and Authorization in 5G

The 5G network claims to be a universal telecommunications and internet access chan-
nel. In particular, 5G should support voice calls and provide access to telecommunications
services in all vertical industries [10]. A critical security service in a network is access
control and authorization to the network and the services provided in it. The basic authen-
tication and authorization service requirements are formulated in the ETSI standard [111].
The 5G system should satisfy the following requirements.

• Subscription authentication: The serving network should authenticate the subscription
identifier in the authentication process and the key agreement between the UE and
the network.

• Serving network authentication: The UE should authenticate the serving network
identifier through implicit key authentication.

• UE authorization: The serving network should authorize the UE through the sub-
scription profile obtained from the home network. UE authorization is based on the
authenticated subscription permanent identifier (SUPI).

• Serving network authorization by the home network: Assurance should be provided
to the UE that it is connected to an access network that is authorized by the serving
network to provide services to the UE. This authorization is implicit in the sense that
the successful establishment of access network security implies it. This authorization
is applied to all access network types.

• Unauthenticated emergency service: Anonymous access to emergency services should
be provided according to regional legal regulations.

4.3. Using Tokens in Blockchain with JSON

OAuth 2.0 is an industry-standard protocol for authorization. It is used in higher-
security environments like IoT, open banking, e-health, e-government, and electronic
signatures. OAuth 2.0 is the protocol through which clients obtain an access token to access
a protected resource from the authorization server. However, the specification does not
define how this token is generated, validated, or destroyed. OAuth 2.0 systems consist of
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a resource server, the client who wishes access to this server, and an authorization server.
The authorization server is responsible for generating access tokens. First, a client requests
an authorization grant from the resource owner. Then, they use this grant to obtain an
access token from the authorization server. The final client uses this token to access the
resource stored in the server. In the standard OAuth 2.0, one may choose the type of token
that it will use.

JWT is a compact, URL-safe means of representing claims. It consists of zero or more
name–value pairs. It is transmitted encoded in Base64url. Standard claim names are
defined in RFC 9068 [112]. Ethereum is a blockchain platform designed for smart contracts.
Smart contracts allow for the creation of decentralized applications. The user signs the
smart contract with a key, and this key’s hash is used as the user address. All transactions
are recorded in the blockchain. The Ethereum community is developing the Ethereum
Request for Comments (ERC) [113]. These standards define a required set of functions for a
token type that allows apps and smart contracts to interact with them.

The most popular token standards are ERC-20 and ERC-721. ERC-20 is a token
standard created by Vitalik Buterin. It allows for the creation of tokens on Ethereum and
can be reused by other applications. The ERC-20 standard contains six key functions:
totalSupply(), balanceOf(), transfer(), transferFrom(), approve(), allowance(). The ERC-721
standard defines non-fungible tokens. Fungibility is a characteristic of a good whose units
are identical and interchangeable. The ERC-721 standard allows anyone to create tokens
that are unique. Another ERC standard is ERC-223, which defines a token type similar
to ERC-20 with an added functionality: it contains a method called token fallback that
ensures that tokens are only sent to contracts with the appropriate functionality. ERC-777 is
a standard that improves ERC-20; it defines advanced features and offers more control over
tokens. ERC-1155 allows smart contracts to manage multiple token types, and ERC-1337 is
the standard for recurring subscriptions on the Ethereum blockchain [114].

5. Blockchain Technology for 5G Network Applications
5.1. Cloud Computing

Cloud computing enables resource sharing to efficiently manage increasing demands
for resources and data storage management. The modern understanding of cloud comput-
ing is related to the concept of Continuum. Continuum is an environment unifying the
continuum of resources and continuum of computing [115]. Continuum is a distributed,
heterogeneous, and dynamic infrastructure covering a broad spectrum of resources like
IoT devices, MEC, and the cloud, including private, public, hybrid, and multi-cloud. It is
integrated with wireless and wireline connectivity, where modern mobile networks are
crucial. Clouds often have functions distributed over many locations from central servers
and managed by different vendors and providers. An edge server is usually a server
where the connection to the user is relatively close. Further development should include
the 5G needs due to the growing role of edge instances like edge clouds, mobile edges,
and fog computing. Edge computing is considered to empower the capabilities of 5G. It
provides services at the mobile network’s edge, improving the performance and latency.
Cloud computing can provide robust and efficient services with minimum effort and has
unlimited storage and computing power resources. In effect, cloud computing is integrated
with 5G networks, which require significant computing power and resources. The Cloud
Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is an attractive model that manages many cells using a cen-
tralized cloud controller as a baseband unit (BBU). However, the cloud security, computer
performance, and networking models remain unresolved. Many devices that transmit data
to the cloud create new problems and challenges with privacy, integrity, and availability.
For example, data exchange between the cloud and mobile users is vulnerable to sniffing
and modification. It is also an internal problem of the organization due to the powers of
certain employees. Distributing used resources between different owners and locations
means that all Continuum (cloud) management systems, including security management,
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should avoid centralized solutions. This is why blockchain and its consensus protocols are
beneficial here.

Cloud resource providers have complete control over the data in the cloud. This
creates a severe problem for data monitoring and verification in 5G because transparency
is required to ensure fairness and openness. Blockchains have been integrated to solve this
problem with security in the cloud. Blockchain is used as a platform between devices, BBU
units, and manufacturers. The smart contract is also used for automatic user authentication.
On one hand, a blockchain-based C-RAN is a distributed blockchain consensus platform
that eliminates bottlenecks and improves system trust. On the other, a blockchain-based
platform helps to optimize the use of resources. Smart contracts possess the following
properties: transparency and immutability for data exchange [42,116].

5.2. Blockchain in MEC, Network Slicing, D2D Communication, and NFV

Blockchain can optimize networking in 5G MEC systems. Blockchain can be used for
distributed and trusted authentication systems with reliable authentication and information
sharing. Authentication of data and user access information will be assumed to be stored
in the blockchain. Smart contracts can help to store trusted data in edge networks. Another
issue is that vehicular edge computing seems to have a problem with latency and the
privacy of users’ information; therefore, blockchain technologies are appropriate. A ledger
can keep information about the driver and car profile and other data from a car, like vehicle
sensor data. There are also possible cases of using blockchain technologies to create a
security mechanism for edge computing-based systems where smart contracts are used to
access control schemes for energy sharing and distribution.

Further, blockchain can be used for anonymity and key management for authenti-
cation protocols. Blockchain can improve the security efficiency of data storage for edge
systems [117]. Moreover, blockchain can maintain data and ensure secure communication
between IoT devices in the smart city. An extensive data repository would be indispens-
able for data access in a distributed MEC-supported blockchain, such as ISFS, Filecoin,
or Storij. Let us assume the integration of this platform with a dynamic MEC. Blockchain
can support the computation processes in MEC, such as authentication capabilities, and
monitor and verify all computing tasks transmitted to the MEC servers to prevent external
attacks. It can be used to improve the efficiency of IoT computing and video processing
and provide services without centralized authentication. Further, blockchain can provide
data file safety [118–120].

Network slicing is a technology that separates multiple virtual networks running on
the same physical hardware. This technology makes it possible to divide networks into
specific services and applications. To implement this technology, one can use softwarization
with virtual network functions. A network slice is a set of VNFs with physical network
functions. This approach creates new security challenges, such as interslice security threats
and resource harmonization between interdomain slice segments. All this can lead to
resource abuse, data compromises, data leaks, and damage to the whole system. In such
contexts, blockchains provide excellent security oversight and segmentation management
opportunities in the 5G network [29,42,121,122].

Device-to-device communication is a technology that allows mobile devices to com-
municate directly without any access point or core network. This type of communication
is possible if the devices are nearby. D2D communication improves the overall system
throughput and reduces delays, energy consumption, and traffic loads. However, there
is a threat of data leaks in untrusted D2D environments. Hence, such settings should
provide authentication mechanisms to reduce the device computing load. Edge servers
can perform mining tasks for the blockchain. The blockchain reward policy is also used to
improve the reliability and security of the D2D network. For this, the consensus protocol is
used. In such cases, blockchains record hashes of the information exchanged during user
authorization. Smart contracts support concatenation if authorization is requested. The au-
thentication mechanism also protects network resources against DoS attacks. Blockchain
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registries enable secure mobile data transfer, while edge servers can perform computing
offloading and content caching. Blockchain can support distributed security monitoring in
D2D systems [123–125].

Using blockchain technology can provide a secure and isolated software infrastruc-
ture. Blockchain technology can provide the reliable, simple, and flexible orchestration
of VNF services. Blockchain protects network functions and ensures system integrity
under internal and external attacks. With blockchain technology, data auditing and system
health monitoring can be performed. For example, it is possible to use blockchain technol-
ogy for orchestration—all the instructions used by the NFV services are registered in the
blockchain, guaranteeing instructions’ authenticity, integrity, and invariability. Orchestra-
tion by blockchain-based virtual machines is also possible. It gives the ability to protect
the NFV or cloud orchestration operations. Moreover, using blockchain, it is possible to
audit network segment orchestration operations to protect VNF configuration updates.
A smart contract can store access information for MANO components and use resources
efficiently [42,47].

6. Blockchain Technology in 5G Vertical Industries
6.1. Blockchain in Crowdsourcing Systems

Crowdsourcing systems help to solve many problems through the participation of
many people. It is used by companies, public institutions, and non-profit organizations,
for which crowdsourcing replaces traditional employees. Examples are Wikipedia, Linux,
and Yahoo. Among them are also the services of smart cities, where 5G technology signifi-
cantly affects this trend. Most existing crowdsourcing systems rely on central servers as a
trust center, and payment is made with the help of third parties. This creates additional
risks that can lead to significant losses. This is also a problem that significantly affects the
development of smart cities with 5G. The solution to this problem is to create a decen-
tralized service based on the blockchain platform. A smart city means using innovative
information technologies and applications to compose an integrated system for urban
services, improving and optimizing management and resource utilization and increasing
the quality of life in such cities. The 5G smart city centralizes and unifies public services like
transportation and communication, utilities (water and energy), etc. The 5G technology has
a high speed and low latency, necessary to ensure adequate network quality for smart cities.
In the vertical framework, crowdsourcing contains three stakeholders—the requesters,
the workers, and the crowdsourcing platform. The requesters are usually companies or
individuals who need collaboration in solving their tasks. The workers are generally differ-
ent internet users. The main task of the crowdsourcing platform is to connect requesters
and workers. The work of the crowdsourcing platform is as follows.

• The requester submits a task to the crowdsourcing platform.
• The platform checks the task. If correct, it publishes the task in the library.
• The worker chooses a suitable task.
• The worker makes a scheme for the task.
• The worker submits the task to the crowdsourcing platform.
• The requester receives the scheme from the crowdsourcing platform.
• The requester checks the scheme.

– If accepted, the worker receives a reward, and the platform charges the service fee.
– If not accepted, the task returns to the library, and the cycle repeats.

Most existing crowdsourcing systems rely on central servers or trust centers, and pay-
ments depend on third-party financial institutions like banks. This model comprises two
trust centers, crowdsourcing platforms and payment institutions. The disruption of these
centers can lead to severe losses. Moreover, during attacks on these centers, the system’s
operation is disrupted. Using blockchain technology to avoid such problems and improve
crowdsourcing systems is possible. The workers and the crowdsourcing platform will
conduct blockchain-based transactions in such a system. Accordingly, the blockchain sup-
ports payments, and the entire crowdsourcing service uses the blockchain, an open and
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transparent tool [126,127]. Ref. [128] offers such a platform with the additional functionality
of multi-tier worker quality evaluation. Ref. [129] proposes a framework that involves
assigning tasks and verifying solutions.

6.2. Blockchain for IoT and UAVs

Blockchain in 5G can improve IoT systems due to the improvement of such character-
istics as security and performance. It will also enhance the serviceability of such networks.
Implementing blockchain for healthcare and smart cities will help to ensure direct and
secure connections between users, service providers, and network operators. It will allow
safe and low-latency communication and resource-sharing methods. Data privacy is also
critical in the healthcare system [117].

Integrating the blockchain into the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) network to solve
critical problems is possible. UAVs can be a good solution for data transmission for
air and ground communication systems. Blockchain can improve the characteristics of
such networks, primarily in terms of security. It is assumed that the UAV will exchange
information with IoT systems, reducing the load on the UAV’s energy resources and
prolonging the UAV’s service life. Using the LECast protocol reduces the amount of energy
consumed; see [130].

6.3. Blockchain for Machine Learning and Big Data

Machine learning (ML) provides data analytics capabilities for decision making or
data prediction problems. ML will contribute to the development of blockchain in 5G
networks. ML can provide a solution to simplify resource management. ML has predictive
potential, making it possible to predict user behavior and the traffic that they will need.
In turn, it influences control algorithms to prevent network congestion. Blockchain with
ML can be used for secure and intelligent resource management and network orchestration.

It is assumed that in 5G networks, a large amount of data will be generated by IoT
devices. These data can be used to create applications for data analysis using artificial
intelligence. By using blockchain for big data, there is an opportunity to improve the
security, privacy, and risks when processing big data.

7. Perspectives and Challenges
7.1. Security

Blockchain technology requires cybersecurity risk management. Cybersecurity stan-
dards and guidelines remain relevant to ensure the security of the systems that interact with
blockchain technology. Some standards are related to blockchain technology cybersecurity.
One of them, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, is not universal or written for blockchain
technology, because organizations will always have unique risks and threats. At the same
time, the security standards are technology-neutral and can support blockchain technology,
such as developing policies and processes that identify and control risks, implementing
cryptographic algorithms, etc.

Blockchain technology is safe and tamper-proof. However, this is only true when the
information is already recorded in the published block. Transactions not yet included in the
published block are vulnerable to several types of attack. The first type is the time attack
vector, because some blockchain networks have timestamps that affect the whole network.
DoS attacks can also be used on the blockchain platform or smart contracts. Another case is
network scanning and reconnaissance, which enable malicious users to discover unknown
exploits and use zero-day vulnerabilities. Technology implementation errors may also
bring known vulnerabilities and weaknesses.

Blockchain networks without access rights cannot guarantee how the user will behave
on the network. Often, such networks provide rewards for users, but there can also be cases
of malicious activity if beneficial. A malicious action can involve ignoring transactions
from specific users or nodes or creating a modified alternative chain. If the chain is
longer than the actual chain, private nodes switch to it, refusing to transfer blocks to other
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nodes. Moreover, network administrators can act maliciously to block production, block
users, spoof the history, engage in double spending, remove resources, or partially block
the network.

The main point of trust for blockchain users is cryptographic algorithms or their
correct implementation. For smart contracts, this is the assurance that there are no mistakes
in the work. Moreover, in blockchains, one must ensure that most users do not conspire to
control more than 50 percent of the network [73,131].

7.2. Blockchain in 5G-b and 6G Networks

Sixth-generation networks are expected to link terrestrial wireless and satellite com-
munications. For the intelligent and flexible development of network services, 6G networks
will use artificial intelligence, which is associated with processing large volumes of data.
The centralized storage and management of AI applications used in 6G poses security
threats. Data encryption is currently used to solve this problem. However, this solution is
centralized as one cloud server processes these data. Therefore, the development of a new
decentralized solution with secure data exchange is indispensable; this solution can be a
blockchain [132].

In 6G wireless networks, critical parameters of the 5G network will be improved—
reliability, speed, and bandwidth—which will make it possible to create new generations
of applications, such as applications that use artificial intelligence or the ultra-reliable
Internet of Things. It is also necessary to provide improved security in networks and
applications in such networks; for example, using blockchain technology makes it possible
to improve security and privacy. The 6G networks are expected to satisfy the Internet of
Everything (IoE) paradigm and to support distributed AI solutions. The 6G network will
have ultra-high reliability and ultra-low latency, and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are
enabling significant improvements over 5G. Using blockchain technology will enable the
creation of advanced IoE applications for the 6G blockchain and improve trust and security
for access control, authentication, key management, and audit evidence. Using blockchain
6G networks will improve security and trust in the following cases. Edge computing allows
the offloading of computations to remote servers and mitigates the long latency and lack
of privacy related to cloud offloading. This offloading may include sensitive information.
Blockchain technology can securely connect user devices and edge servers. Leveraging
blockchain in spectrum management will help to manage the spectrum more securely across
multiple categories of users, but user privacy remains an issue. In 6G networks, a large
amount of content can be cached on user devices, improving the service quality. Since
content can contain sensitive information, blockchain can provide trust between requesters
and providers. Some use blockchain in edge-based distributed machine learning to avoid
the need for centralized control. It is possible to use blockchain technology to create a
marketplace where users can exchange resources without violating their privacy; spectrum
owners, infrastructure owners, and ISP owners can use it. Blockchain can improve the
management of virtual network slices. Blockchain can also be used for optimal interference
management [133–136].

8. Secure Access to Slices with Blockchain

Some papers describe the possible use cases of blockchain technology in 5G networks.
One offers to use blockchain technology to create isolated networks—slices. It is sup-
posed to create blockchain nodes for slice isolation. The authors also propose to log all
VNF orchestration operations on a management blockchain. In the proposed architec-
ture, blockchain is used for different networks—mobile network slices, Industry 4.0, and
vehicular networks [137].

8.1. Service-Based Architecture

The 5G networks have new security features, such as
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• A Secure Edge Protection Proxy (SEEP) to protect the network against attacks from
roaming traffic;

• A unified authentication framework for many 5G access technologies that is indepen-
dent of the network (3GPP access and non-3GPP access);

• The protection of user privacy on the air interface;
• Extended security control for users from roaming networks;
• NRF authorization functions.

8.2. Slice Management

A slice is a logical group of network functions, see Figure 8, and the business purpose
defines the quality features of these dedicated pieces of networks. Each slice has its own
single network slice selection assistance information (S-NSSAI); this identifier is unique in
the core and RAN infrastructure and in the UE [54]. The same type of slice can be used by
the operator for different verticals. The operator can use non-standard S-NSSAI.

Figure 8. Shared network functions.

The expected use of 5G networks imposes requirements that include flexible manage-
ment, orchestration, and efficient data transfer. Such conditions can be met using an SDN
planar architecture with two network planes—the control and data planes. The 5G network
uses the IaaS cloud model divided by the radio access network—the end-user access net-
work to provide resources and the core network. The second element divides the network
into slices with specific properties. However, at this point, there is an unsolved problem:
the optimal separation of network slices. Using network slicing can control parameters
such as the Quality of Service and the level of security required for the service. Slicing
makes it possible to provide isolated sets of resources. Properly providing slice isolation
affects the traffic and operations in a shared environment. Slices in 5G architectures are
like sub-networks with specific properties. The open problem for network slicing is the
optimal allocation of slices. Slicing is a method to ensure an appropriate level of quality
and an appropriate required level of security on the network; this is called performance
isolation and security isolation, respectively. Three basic concepts are used to achieve this
functionality: software-defined networks, network function virtualization, and multi-access
edge computing.

Network slicing is a technology that allows the separation of multiple virtual net-
works running on the same physical hardware. This technology makes it possible to divide
networks into specific services and applications. To implement this technology, one can
use softwarization with virtual network functions. One network slice is a set of VNFs
with physical network functions. It brings new security challenges like interslice secu-
rity threats or resource harmonization between interdomain slice segments. All this can
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lead to resource abuse, data compromises, data leaks, and damage to the whole system.
In such contexts, blockchains provide excellent opportunities for security oversight and
segmentation management in the 5G network.

Slices are a logical separation in the 5G core network. This separation can create
slices for private networks, streaming, automotives, or other purposes. For some purposes,
details are specified, but a mobile network operator (MNO) can create non-standard slices.
A slice consists of a group of functions or NFs. This NF can be used by different slices
simultaneously. NFs can be categorized into virtual and physical. One hardware server can
host several network functions. Slices would not be separated on the transport or network
layer (layers 2 or 3). Some network functions might not belong to the hosting MNO, so the
third side has access to the core network.

In this case, slice 1 and slice 2 are not entirely separated on the signaling plane.
These functions are connected to the SBA, so these functions need to exchange signaling
messages. This means that slices have interslice communication. Slicing allows the flexible
customization of network functions and the rapid deployment of services. This group
of network functions communicate with each other. The MNO aims to group NFs on
the transport and signaling planes into security zones according to the requirements of
this slice. Some NFs communicate in this group using TLS and IPSec, but others share
the signaling plane. Thus, key areas must be protected: between the network and the
internetwork, between slices, between shared and non-shared NFs, and between 5G and
elements of previous generations.

Each slice is identified in the CN, RAN, and UE by a slice identifier called single
network slice selection assistance information (S-NSSAI). S-NNSAI is composed of the slice
service type (SST) and service differentiator (SD). The slice service type is a predefined
value that refers to the expected network slice behavior, depending on the slice type.
A slice differentiator is optional for the MNO for differentiation between the same types of
slices. S-NSSAI can have standard values or non-standard values. A non-standard value
identifies a single slice in the network associated with it. The UE can work in several
slices; in this case, the MNO uses a group or list of slices called network slice selection
assistance information (NSSAI). NSSAI is used for traffic control, QoS, authorization,
policy enforcement, and routing in the core network. Network Slice Selection Assistance
Information is a list of slices. There are different categories of NSSAI: allowed NSSAI,
rejected NSSAI, configured NSSAI, or requested NSSAI.

The detailed management aspects of network slicing are described in [138]. Slice
management starts with use cases and requirements. This information is then translated
into an SLA. The MNO analyzes which network functions are needed. Some cases for
templates for slices are provided by [47,139,140], e.g., 3GPP TS 28.531. Then, the templates
are populated based on the SLA, and the templates, called network slice types (NESTs),
are settled. The NEST defines the characteristics based on the use cases and requirements.
The NEST is used to identify the resources and functions needed to create slices, see Figure 9.

Figure 9. Preparation before slice creation.

Slice management consists of four steps: preparation, commissioning, operation,
and decommissioning. The preparation phase is network slice design, which includes
capacity planning, onboarding, network function planning, environment preparation,
and other tasks to create a network slice instance. The commissioning phase consists of
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the creation of the slice. All necessary resources are allocated and configured to fulfill
the requirements in this phase. The operation phase consists of the activation, supervi-
sion, performance reporting, capacity planning, modification, and deactivation of the NSI.
The decommissioning phase involves decommissioning NSI components and removing
specific configurations from shared components. After the decommissioning phase, this
NSI is terminated, see Figure 10.

Figure 10. Management aspects of network slicing.

Blockchain in 5G can improve IoT systems due to the improvement of such char-
acteristics as security and performance. It will also enhance the serviceability of such
networks. Implementing blockchain for healthcare and smart cities will help to ensure
direct and secure connections between users, service providers, and network operators.
It will allow safe and low-latency communication and resource-sharing methods. Data
privacy is essential in the healthcare system. Depending on the supported features and
network function optimization, the MNO may offer different slice types. Each slice must
have different S-NSSAI (e.g., eMBB for various streaming providers or mMTC for other IoT
service providers). Slice creation is a part of the commissioning phase.

• The creation of slices starts with the vertical, which has its use cases and requirements.
This requirement is converted into a Service Level Agreement;

• The MNO analyzes which network functions are needed and uses templates [47,139,140];
• A filled-in template is created, called a network slice type;
• The slice and the network functions are tested;
• The MNO enforces the QoS attributes for the slice.

The MNO acquires the information about the NSI using the network slice selection
assistant information—NSSAI. NSSAI is not standardized.

8.3. Slice Selection

There are two different approaches to selecting a slice. First, the UE has the option
to choose the appropriate NSI. The core network checks whether access to the selected
instance can be granted. The CN selects a slice based on the device service request in the
second solution. Slice selection can occur based on QoS class identifiers, security needs,
or traffic routing [42,123,141].

8.4. Blockchain-Based Secure Slice Identification

It is assumed that improving or even making a mandatory field that provokes the
above problems is possible. It involves an identifier, S-NSSAI. The general management
aspects of network slicing will remain unchanged from 3GPP TS 28.530. However, after
creating requirements, one step will be added. This step will use blockchain technology to
create S-NSSAI. The SST parameter will remain unchanged, but the SD part will be created
using a random algorithm, see Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Slice creation with an additional step to create S-NSSAI.

An example of such a blockchain is given in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Blockchain scheme for S-NSSAI.

8.5. Simple Slice Access with Blockchain-Based S-NSSAI

The 3GPP standard deals with attack scenarios in which only authorized user equip-
ment can access and use the services of a particular network slice. A network slice selection
function (NSSF) is used for this, which holds the NSSAI [142]. The NSSAI is a list of slice
identities—a list of S-NSSAIs. The usual use case is that the UE will have access to a
specific private or corporate data network. Each UE has so-called subscription information.
This subscription information has different data network names (DNNs) that this user
equipment can access and that belong to specific slices. The DNNs in 5G are equivalent to
access point names (APNs) in 4G, which could be a particular factory network or corporate
network. The UE is pre-configured with default NSSAI. A UE can use services that use
several slices—internet access and private networks. If the UE is roaming, the visited
network can update the allowed NSSAI slices by mapping its corresponding S-NSSAI
based on SST [143].

The S-NSSAI slice identity is critical for authenticating and authorizing the UE’s
access to a slice. There are two approaches to controlling UE access to a slice: simple slice
access, which occurs during UE registration in the network, and slice-specific access, which
requires an extra authentication step. This second step uses other authentication types with
an extensible authentication protocol (EAP).

Gaining access to a slice is part of the standard procedure in 5G [54]. The proposed slice
access scheme using blockchain technology consists of the following steps; see Figure 13.

1. The UE sends the RAN a list of S-NSSAI in the registration request to find the slice. It
can also send a mapping of the requested NSSAI in the case of roaming. The RAN
does not know the subscription data for this UE.

2. The RAN performs the initial selection of the access and mobility function (AMF). This
choice can be based on an AMF address or RAT and the requested NSSAI. The RAN
can also apply local configuration when the provided information is insufficient
or invalid.

3. To perform the registration, the RAN sends a request to the AMF, and this information
contains the requested NSSAI and mapping information (in the case of roaming).

4. The initial AMF checks whether access to this S-NSSAI is allowed. The AMF contacts
the UDM to make a request for the UE’s slice selection Subscription data.
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5. The first UDM supplies the requested data to the first AMF.
6. The AMF now has information about the UE, i.e., which slices are subscribed to, from

the information supplied by the UDM. The AMF now has the data to cross-check
whether the UE is allowed to access the slices requested.

7. The first AMF may not be able to service all S-NSSAI on request. In this case, it sends
a network slice selection request to the NSSF. This request can hold the requested
NSSAI, mapping, subscribed S-NSSAI, and other parameters [54]. The NSSF may
need to obtain data from the NRF to discover the target AMFs for this UE.

8. The NSSF must contact the NRF to request a list of AMF candidates and include the
S-NSSAI that it considers suitable for the candidate AMF [54].

9. The NRF contacts the proper blockchain, which supplies a list of available identifiers.
10. The blockchain returns the candidate list to the NRF.
11. The NRF finds the AMF and returns a candidate list of AMFs to the NSSF.
12. The NSSF returns to the first AMF the allowed NSSAI and optionally maps the allowed

NSSAI and the target set or the list of candidate AMFs.
13. The initial AMF receives the list of candidate AMFs. The stored AMF instance address

must contact the NRF for discovery if it does not have the candidate. The first AMF
now has two options: redirecting the UE to the new target AMF or informing the
target AMF that the first AMF will serve the UE. An action is chosen based on the
local configuration and subscription information.

14. The RAN sends the first UE message to the new target AMF and indicates the route
change due to the slice information provided by the NSSF through the first AMF in
the previous message.

15. The new AMF that services the UE executing the UE’s requested slice now continues
the standard registration procedure [144].

Figure 13. Simple slice access with blockchain security.
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The overall basic concept is that the UE presents slices configured for use, and then
the network cross-checks this with the subscription database during registration. If the
information is correct, it runs the necessary NF to configure access. Once the AMF has
verified the identity of the UE fragment, no further cross-checks are performed by the NRF
or other network functions. The use of blockchain technologies in the above procedure
means that the NRF will store a modified S-NSSAI identifier, part of which is stored in the
blockchain ledger.

9. Protocols’ Analysis

The 5G network architecture includes new technologies developed and standardized
after implementing previous-generation networks. It introduces many improvements,
but the use of new technologies and the openness of the network, including the inclusion
of a significant number of partners and operators, leads to new security challenges.

Mobile networks continue to develop. Even when MNOs switch to the 5G core, they
will continue to support interactions with older-generation networks for several reasons.
Firstly, it should be considered that the transition will occur at different rates for different
MNOs. The mixed architecture should support the interaction of 5G networks with 4G
networks. However, the standards do not specify security issues related to the interaction
of a 4G network with slices in 5G networks. We expect that such a network interaction will
entail security problems.

The development of internetworks also brings an increase in the complexity of setting
up these structures. It should be assumed that several mistakes will be made when creating
such networks. In addition, 5G networks have increased protocol complexity compared to
4G networks. Approximately five times more types of commands are sent between MNOs,
and around four times more information elements can be transmitted compared to 4G
networks. These implications are evident for security issues since every command and
element must be verified before being sent to the network. The complexity further continues
to increase as the network develops. Moreover, each hosting operator will manage the
slices, and ensuring secure access to these slices for clients is necessary. All this will lead to
setting problems, omissions, and the following issues.

Slicing is a necessary element in 5G networks. The S-NSSAI slice identity is used to supply
the correct features to the UE since the UE will receive the required functions by connecting to
the proper slice. S-NSSAI has two parts: the mandatory SST (a predefined value depending
on the use case) and the SD. When the MNO starts to deploy a slice, the SD value is set every
time. The SD value can be placed at the operator’s discretion; the standard does not describe
this requirement. This means that the attacker can guess the differentiator. Let us assume
that the differentiator is not given or that it can be supposed. In this case, this means that
a rogue NF or rogue slice from the compromised partner can use it to obtain unauthorized
information or access resources. The main problem is that the specifications do not provide
for layer matching. Since there is no overlap between the layers, the NRF will only see, at the
lower transport/network layer, the “authenticated partner”. At the upper signaling plane, it
can see the actual slice ID and service request. There is no cross-checking of whether the slice
ID in the request matches the slice ID used for the TLS tunnel. If two slices in the network
interact with the NRF, one slice is fraudulent. A rogue slice can take advantage of such flaws
and, through interaction with the NRF and another slice, gain access to the information of
another slice. The roaming procedure also has potential security issues because a fraudulent
slice in one MNO can obtain a token to service its slice in another MNO.

Another problem is confirming elements in messages passed between network func-
tions. In particular, 3GPP has the congestion control indicator header information, which is
part of the HTTP header and should be used to show the overload of one network function
to another during service operations [145]. Using this feature, a fraudulent slice in the
network can attack another slice by creating HTTP messages with a service request that in-
cludes an overload of header information, 3GPP-SBI-OSI, and the slice identifier (S-NSSAI).
Currently, 3GPP does not include a requirement to check whether the slice identity in the
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3GPP-SBI-OSI header matches the slice identifier in the token for the use of the service API.
The slice identifier in the token requires an added field, AuthenticationTokenClaims, which
is not defined in detail and does not provide interoperability between the network functions
of different providers. The improper use of congestion control features can potentially lead
to partial network delays or outages.

The next problem is network zoning, which depends on the subscriber’s interaction
with the network. This situation may arise if a subscriber simultaneously uses several slices
with different service quality levels (e.g., fixed by SLA [146]). The situation becomes more
complicated when the subscriber uses slices migrating between operators. the 5G standard
uses the security edge proxy (SEPP), but this solution seems insufficient for more complex
network usage scenarios.

As a solution to the security issues presented above, we propose using blockchain
to protect access to the slices and prevent mistakes at network and slice interfaces. In
Tables 1 and 2, we summarize these issues for six types of connection procedures: simple
slice access, slice-specific access that requires extra authentication, interworking procedures
without an N26 interface, untrusted non-3GPP access, trusted non-3GPP access [147],
and simple slice access with blockchain technology.

Table 1. Security aspects of slice access: Part I.

Security Aspect Simple Slice Access [147]
Slice-Specific Access That
Requires Extra
Authentication [147]

Simple Slice Access with
Blockchain Technology

Security issues at slice level

1. Issues with misconfigured, misbehaving, malfunctioning, or compromised slices.
2. Leakage of information from a rogue slice to another slice or through shared elements.
3. Communication security issues between slices.
4. Interaction with legacy networks.
5. Interaction and cross-validation between network layers.
6. Attacks between different protocols.

Security challenges

1. Legacy interworking.
2. Increased complexity.
3. Configuration mistakes and missing layer matching.
4. Missing security zones.

Vulnerabilities
1. SDS in HTTP header for DoS.
2. Malicious access to different slices by modifying slice

differentiator.
SDS in HTTP header for DoS.

Extra security check No validation of whether a network function is presenting the
correct S-NSSAI.

S-NSSAI is requested via
trusted blockchain technology.

Table 2. Security aspects of slice access: Part II.

Security Aspect Interworking Procedures without N26
Interface [147]

Untrusted Non-3GPP
Access [147]

Trusted Non-3GPP
Access [147]

Security
challenges

1. Improper integration with older networks.
2. Vulnerabilities in 3GPP LTE protocols.
3. Vulnerabilities in LTE system architecture,

security architecture, security mechanism,
access procedure, and handover procedure.

4. 4G network configuration and
implementation vulnerabilities.

1. Improper integration with non-3GPP networks.
2. Vulnerabilities in non-3GPP networks (WiFi,

WiMAX, fixed networks, CDMA networks).

Vulnerabilities

1. Authentication and authorization.
2. Key management.
3. Encryption.
4. Physical layer (layer 1) vulnerabilities.
5. Denial of service.
6. Bandwidth stealing [148].

Vulnerabilities in non-3GPP networks (WiFi, WiMAX,
fixed networks, CDMA networks).
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10. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we present the impact of modern technologies used in fifth-generation
(5G) networks on their security. In particular, we consider the effect of using slicing and
virtualization techniques. The recent approach to building 5G networks assumes that many
partners (network owners, service providers, and end-users of different competencies) will
connect to the networks. In such a new network ecosystem, attackers are expected to use
new types of attacks. Our analysis shows that there are security problems that are not
considered by the 5G-related standards. The study reveals that attacks on new technology
approaches used in 5G networks are possible. Using slicing technology, in addition to the
apparent advantages, also leads to security problems. The security issues that cannot be
solved only with the help of the present standards used are access to a network function
and the related information of other vertical industries, internal network problems against
network functions, user data, and user data extraction (e.g., geolocation).

The access of user devices to a specific slice is well protected, but some core network
security aspects are not covered. How the slice access information is protected is at the
discretion of slice owners, and the configuration and deployment requirements do not
cover this problem. In the present network slicing model, information can potentially
be revealed. Accordingly, it is possible to abuse the services and carry out an attack on
the network elements. Using firewalls and TLS encryption will not provide complete
protection against this attack. This countermeasure does not protect against partner at-
tacks or unreliable network functions. In the model, authentication and authorization at
the slice level exist. However, there are also problems: misconfigured or compromised
slices, information extraction via shared elements between slices, interslice communication
security, interactions with legacy networks, cross-validation between layers, and attacks
between protocols. Some authors suggest solving these problems using enhanced filtering
and validation approaches. This is an excellent approach to some extent because it allows
the network to be divided into security zones to protect the core network, but this approach
does not resolve the essence of the problem. In this paper, a new protection method is
proposed as a solution.

We suggest solving the configuration security issues in slices and establishing trust be-
tween slices using blockchain technology. Depending on the needs, a private or consortium-
type blockchain can be used. The approach involves using blockchain technology at the
slice creation stage. It will allow us to control the necessary parameters of the slices and
safely save them. Blockchain is also proposed in the simple slice access procedures and
slice-specific access procedures. The approach with blockchain increases the control over
the identifiers of the S-NSSAI type. In future work, we plan to consider applying blockchain
technology in other core network aspects. This should reduce the necessary further checks
using enhanced filtering and validation.

Making the procedure for managing access to slices using blockchain proposed in this
paper practically feasible requires many experiments. In addition to estimating the effi-
ciency of generating identifiers and the appropriate optimization of calculations, methods
of providing compatibility between different types of networks and procedures of efficient
data transfer should be developed. These tasks will be the next step in our activities.

It is necessary to simulate the operation of the 5G network and the influence of the
slice configuration parameters on the procedure when connecting to the core network.
In this simulation, it is necessary to create a 5G CN and create several slices. Then, we
need to analyze the influence of the slice parameters and network configuration on the
UE that will connect to the slices and, accordingly, to the network core. It is also assumed
that the UE can connect to several slices simultaneously. To determine the dependence, it
is necessary to create additional delays and additional network interference, between the
subscriber and the network core. All these experiments will make it possible to determine
more precise characteristics for the use of blockchain technology, which in turn will make it
possible to avoid the problems specified in Section 9.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

3GPP Third-Generation Partnership Project
4G Fourth-Generation Mobile Network
5G Fifth-Generation Mobile Network
5G-b Beyond Fifth-Generation Mobile Network
5G-IA 5G Infrastructure Association
5G PPP 5G Public–Private Partnership
5GS 5G System
5GU 5G for Ubiquitous Connectivity
6G Sixth-Generation Mobile Network
AAC Augmentative and Alternative Communication
ABAC Attribute-Based Access Control
AC Access Control
AMF Access and Mobility Management Function
BBU Baseband Unit
BFSI Banking, Financial Services, and Insurance
CA Certificate Authority
CAC Capability-Based Access Control
CN Core Network
C-RAN Cloud Radio Access Network; Centralized Radio Access Network
CSP Content Security Policy
D2D Device-to-Device
DAC Discretionary Access Control
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
DMA Direct Memory Access
DoS Denial of Service
E2E End-to-End
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
eMBB Enhanced Mobile Broadband
ERC Ethereum Request for Comments
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access
F-OFDM Filtered-Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
FWA Fixed Wireless Access
GMPLS Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
ID Identity
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IMT-2020 International Mobile Telecommunications-2020
IOMMU Input–Output Memory Management Unit
IoT Internet of Things
IPsec Internet Protocol Security
IPv4 Internet Protocol Version 4
IPv6 Internet Protocol Version 6
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ISO OSI
International Organization for Standardization
Open Systems Interconnection

ISP Internet Service Provider
IT Information Technology
ITU International Telecommunication Union
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
JWT JSON Web Token
LTE Long Term Evolution
M2M Machine-to-Machine
MAC Mandatory Access Control
MACsec Media Access Control Security
MANO Management and Orchestration
MEC Multi-Access Edge Computing; Mobile Edge Computing
ML Machine Learning
MNO Mobile Network Operator
mMTC Massive Machine Type Communication
MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching
NF Network Function
NFV Network Function Virtualization
NFVI Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure
NRF Network Repository Function
NSI Network Slice Instance
NSSAI Network Slice Selection Assistance Information
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
OPSEC Operations Security
OQAM/FBMC Offset QAM/Filter-Bank Multi-Carrier
OS Operating System
OSI Open Systems Interconnection
OXC Optical Cross-Connect
PIN Personal Identification Number
P-OFDM Polar-Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
PoW Proof of Work
QAM Quadrature amplitude modulation
QAM-FBMC QAM Filter-Bank Multi-Carrier
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
RAN Radio Access Network
RAT Radio Access Technology
RBAC Role-Based Access Control
RFC Request for Comments
RFID Radio-Frequency Identifiier
ROADM Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer
SD Service Differentiator
SDN Software-Defined Networking
SEPP Secure Edge Protection Proxy
SHA Secure Hash Algorithm
S-NSSAI Single Network Slice Selection Assistance Information
SST Slice Service Type
SUPI Subscription Permanent Identifier
TDMA Time-Division Multiple Access
TLS Transport Layer Security
TPS Transactions Per Second
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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UE User Equipment
URL Uniform Resource Locator
URLLC Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network
VM Virtual Machine
VNF Virtual Network Function
VPN Virtual Private Network
VRF Virtual Routing and Forwarding
VTF Vertical Engagement Task Force
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